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In September 1992, the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS)
issued a proposed policy statement on general valuation
allowances (OVA‘) that described the general procemsen we expect
in‘titutions to have in place for the determination of ade uate
OVA‘.
In addition, the proposal included quantitative gui 3 ante
for both management and OTS examiners to use to assess the
l::;ll
adeye
of GVAa
The public comments we received on
the propose
po icy statiment were generally favorable, though
commenters suggested that we work with the other Federal
ban
agencies to develop and issue common interagency
regulator
guidance on al I owances.
Over the past year, we have undertaken such an effort, and
the attached
Interagency Policy Statement on the Allpwance for
This
Loan and Lease Losses" is the result of these efforts .
Policy Statement is effective immediately.
It includes guidance
on both the responsibilities of management for the assessment
and establishment of an adequate allowance and guidance for the
agencies' examiners to use to aesess institutions' allowance
policies and levels.
There are a few points about the ;;:f;agency Policy
this document is
Statement that I want to highlight.
focused on allowances for the loan and leaLo portfolio and does
not address allowances on other assets (e.g., real estate owned,
investments in subsidiaries, real estate held for investment,
Allowances on these other assets should continue to be
etc.).
ertablished based on current OTS policy.
Second, the policy Statement reaffirms our current policy
accept management's assessment of
that examiners will general1
the adequacy of allowances w Yl
en management has: effective
systems and control6 to identify, monitor, and address asset
1. For savings associations, the Allowance
Losses is included in General Valuation

for Loan and Lease
Allowances.
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gualit
problemn;
analyzed
all
ai nificant
factors
that affect
the co I lectibility
of the portfol 9o in a reasonable
manneri and,
established
an acceptable
allowance
evaluation
process
that
mOOtS the objectives
discussed
in the Statement.
Third,
the quantitative
guidance
discussed
on
age 9 should
be viewed as an analytical
tool--not
the ending po ! nt--for
the
quantitative
analysis
of the adequac
of allowances,
after
a
review
of an institution’s
asset
rev ew s stem and allowance
evaluation
process.
The guidance
is ’ not fntended
to be used a6
a “floor”
or “ceiling.”
The appropriate
level
of allowances
that an institution
should have must be baaed on
institution-s
eciffc
factors.
As discussed
in footnote
10 on
greater
than or less
than the
page 9, an al P owance level
percentages
used in the quantitative
guidance
for Substandard
and Doubtful
assets
may be appropriate,
baaed on
institution-specific
factors.
For example,
if an institution
can demonstrate,
based on an analysis
of its historical
net loss
experience,
adjusted
for current
conditions
and trends,
that its
single-family
home loans
classified
Substandard
are expected
to
experience
a net loss
rate of lesr
than 152, both the
institution
and examiners
should use this
information--rather
than the general
15% guidance-in their
analysis
of the adequacy
of allowances.
Similarly,
the general
guidance
of 15% for Substandard
assets
may not be appropriate
for loans
that an institution
has
reco niaed losses
in accordance
with Thrift
Activities
and Classification
Requ 9 atory Handbook Section
260, “Valuation
GVAa for these assets
of Troubled,
Collateral-Dependent
Loans.”
should focus on losses
that result
from the use of an
inap ropriate
value
methodology
or assumptions
that persistently
The level
of GVAa should be based on
resu P t in overvaluation.
the association’s
historical
loss experience
for
adjusted
for current
conditions
and
similarly-valued
assets,
trends.
As discussed
in the Interagency
Policy
Statement,
for
analyzing
the adequacy
of allowances,
institutions
are
encouraged
to segment their
portfolios
into components that have
such a6 risk
classification
and
similar
risk
characteristics,
a6 illustrated
above,
Substandard
type of loan.
For example,
assets
should not be assessed
as a single
pool of assets
if they
have substantially
different
credit
risk
characteristics
or are
subject
to different
accounting
standards.
The goal of the Interagency
Policy
Statement
iS to provide
uniform
guidance
for
the determination
of adequate
allowances
and to ensure
that all
insured
institutions
and examiners
are
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clear
about the agencies' allowance policies.
your Regional
Office If you have any questions

cc: Regional
Attachment

Directors

Please contact
about it.

